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Overview of the Israeli Intelligence Community:
Israeli Intelligence is made up of three organizations Aman (military
intelligence), Shin Bet (internal security), and Mossad (overseas intelligence). Aman
provides signals intelligence, as well as naval and air information for the IDF. Shin Bet
provides internal Israeli security, including monitoring Arab Affairs, and protecting
high value individuals from attack.
Mossad is the most high profile of the Israeli Intelligence Agencies as it
operates around the world and is known for a number of high-risk operations and
foreign successes. One of the most valuable assets of Mossad is it can act
unilaterally, regardless of any Israeli Laws, under direct orders of the Prime Minister.
Four of its most famous operations are: the embedding of Eli Cohen deep in
the Syrian Government, Operation Entebbe, in which they freed hostages from
Uganda after a Palestinian airline hijacking, Operation Moses, in which Mossad
helped to evacuate thousands of Ethiopian Jews, and the kidnapping and extradition
of Adolf Eichmann, a war criminal. Recently they have been involved with countering
the Iranian threat, including breaking into a classified facility and stealing crucial
documents regarding their nuclear weapons program.
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Thank you for your kind interest in the Diplomatic Institute. Escorting you from the Soft Landing till
the Safe Departure.
Diplomatic Institute’s Services
ü

D.I. Embassy

Assisting embassies in better understanding the Israeli idiosyncrasy,
regulatory issues, such as Kashrut, phytosanitary practices, import, taxation,
bi-national treaties, among others.

ü

D.I. Research

A Research Institute, investigating the Foreign Affairs ecosystem and hosting
researchers with advanced degrees. Our team of retired ambassadors is here
to mentor you.

ü

D.I. Academy

ü

D.I. Engagement

ü

D.I. Community

A set of Diploma Courses in International Relations, Governance, Israeli
Politics, Diplomatic Policies and Public Services
As a diplomat, you must report back to your Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
about Israel, send political and demographic reports, projections, forecasts
and predictions. We will invite you for periodical lectures, by the best
professionals and provide you interesting surveys, white papers and
executive summaries. This knowledge will also help you to better understand
Israel and its current situation.
A well treated family gives the diplomat the peace of mind to perform better
professionally. We will assist you in getting the best schools, medical
attention, legal advisors, religious services, etc.
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